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INTRODMTIOS 
Let R be a commutative ring with I and let -4 be an R-algebra, finitely 
generated as an R-module, with Jacobson radical A;. In [S], we defined an 
inertial subalgebra of A to be an R-separable subalgebra S of iz such that 
S -I- 11: - *-I. Here we continue our investigation into when the necessary 
condition that A/N is separable is sufficient for the existence of an inertial 
subalgebra of A. 
An R-algebra S is separable if and only if S (2 So contains an idempotent 
L’ such that (s @ 1 - 1 @ s)e == 0 for every s in S and p(e) = 1, where p is 
the multiplication map from S @ So to S defined by ~(~7s~ ,s si’) ~~ Zsis,‘. 
([IO], p.2 11). We refer to such an idempotent as a separability idempotent for S. 
Suppose that A contains an inertial subalgebra S. Then we have a (nonexact) 
sequence of ring homomorphisms S ,@ S” ---f A 0 A” + (z4/.V) (8 (A/X)“, 
where the composition of the maps is onto. S 6 5’” contains a separability 
idempotcnt for S which is mapped first to an idempotent in A 0 A” and 
then to a separability idempotent for .4iS in (A/N) 0 (A/N)“. Therefore, 
when A contains an inertial subalgebra, A ‘X> .d” must contain an idcmpotent 
e such that 
(i) p(c) =-- I ; 
(ii) The image of e under the natural ring homomorphism of .-I 12, A0 
onto (A/;V) @ (il/N)O is a separability idempotent for =3/;V. 
\\‘e will call any idempotent of ,4 @ A0 satisfying Conditions (i) and (ii) 
an inertialidempotent for A. The contents of Section 1 result from an investiga- 
tion concerning when the presence of an inertial idempotent in A @ A* 
is not only necessary but also sufficient to guarantee the existence of an 
inertial subalgebra. We prove that if A is commutative, AIN is separable, 
and either 
(i) N is nilpotent or 
(ii) R is noetherian and r3 is complete in its N-adic topology, then 4 
contains an inertial subalgebra. 
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\I’e remark that Condition (i) is fulfilled whenever R is a noetherian Hilbert 
ring (for instance, any homomorphic image of K[x, ,... 1 .x,~], where K is a 
field or a Dedekind domain with infinitely many primes). 
In [8], we defined a commutative ring R to be an inertial coefficient ring 
(IC-ring) if every finitely generated R-algebra .4 with .!1/:\: separable con- 
tains an inertial subalgebra. In Section 2, we prove that if 11 is an ideal in 
the radical of the noetherian ring R such that R is complete in its a-adic 
topology, then R is an IC-ring if R/a is an ICI-ring. This shows that the power 
series ring in n indcterminates over a noetherian IC-ring (say any Dedekind 
domain with infinitely many primes) is an IC-ring. A uniqueness result is 
included. 
1. INERTIAI. I~)ER.IP~xKIY 
All rings are assumed to have an identity and subrings arc assumed to 
contain this identity. Also, all ring homomorphisms carry the identity to the 
identity. Throughout this paper, R denotes a commutative ring and A 
denotes an R-algebra; that is, .A is a ring along with a ring homomorphism 0 
of R into the center of A. For convenience, we assume that A is faithful as 
an R-module under the module structure induced by 0, so we mav consider R 
as a subring of the center of -1. ?i denotes the Jacobson radical of A. The 
unmodified term ideal means two-sided ideal and 0 means OR 
In what follows, it will be convenient for us to consider an apparently more 
general question than that of the existence of inertial subalgebras, namely: 
Let I be an ideal of A contained in IV such that A/I is R-separable. When 
does A contain a separable subalgebra S such that S + 1 A4 ? The corollary 
to the first proposition shows that the existence of such a s&algebra actualiy 
is equivalent to the cxistcnce of an inertial subalgebra, that is, if S 1~~ 2%’ A, 
then S I A. 
~ROPOSITIOS I. Let S be any subalgebra of a$nitely generated R-a&ebra A. 
Let I be any ideal contained in N such that ,IjI is R-separable. Then S 1 I -= A 
;f, and only if, 
1. S $- M --= A for ecery maximal ideal AI of -4; 
2. M is the only maximal ideal of A lying oz;er S n M; that is, M r~ S : 
M’ n 5’ implies 31 := M’ for any two maximal ideals Al, M’ of .4. 
Proof. We first note that the Jacobson radical :\; of il is the intersection 
of the maximal ideals of A. To see this, it is enough to show that an ideal is 
maximal if and only if it is primitive, for we know that N is the intersection of 
the primitive ideals ([5], p. 97). Cl ear \ every maximal ideal is primitive, 1-v 
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since ‘4 modulo any maximal ideal is a simple ring with 1 and therefore 
primitive. On the other hand, if M is a primitive ideal of A, M fr R is a 
maximal ideal of R ([4], Lemma 3.1), so A/M is a finite-dimensional primitive 
algebra over the field R/(R n M) and is therefore simple ([9], p. 39), proving 
dd is maximal. 
Suppose S -- 1 = ;2. Obviously, Condition 1 is satisfied. Moreover, if .1/1 
and M’ were distinct maximal ideals of A such that ill n S == 114’ n S, 
we would have 
is simple. Therefore, Condition 2 is also satisfied. 
The proof of the converse is exactly that of(b), page 82 of [S], 
COROLLARY. If S is an inertial s&algebra of ;2 and I is any ideal contained 
in i\: with ,-1/I separable over R, then S +- I _~ A4. 
For the remainder of this section, we assume il to be commutative. If 1 
is an ideal of A such that -3/I is R-separable, then (.4/l) 0 (A/l) contains a 
separability idempotent e, which because A/I is commutative can readily 
be seen to be unique. If e is any idempotent of --1 @ &‘I mapping onto 2 under 
the natural ring homomorphism of 4 @ il onto (.4/I) 3 (,4/I), p(e) is an 
idempotent of -4 (since the multiplication map p is a ring homomorphism 
when 4 is commutative). hloreover, letting 7 denote the natural map from il 
to A/1, WC have the commutative diagram 
so 1 - p(e) ~1. Hence p(e) = 1 [e.g., 6, Lemma 1.21, so any idempotent e 
of d (3 /Z mapping onto e already has the property p(e) := 1. Any such 
idempotcnt e will be called an inertial idempotent for A (relative to I). (Sotice 
that an inertial idempotent for A lies not in iz but in ,4 3 A.) 
The question of when A 0 *4 contains an inertial idempotent depends 
then on when idempotents can be lifted from (A/I) @ (A/I) to A @ .4. 
The kernel of the homomorphism 7 (2 7 from A @ .3 to (A/I) (3 (il/I) can 
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easily he checked to be the ideal i(l ($ -4) -.I. i(4 @ I), where we let i denote 
the map induced by the inclusion map of I into A. 
\\‘e note that if I is nilpotent, so is i(1 (3 -13) + i(A (3 1). Therefore, the 
nilpotence of I implies that idcmpotents can be lifted from (I-l/I) (3 (&d/I) to 
A $I .I ([9], p. 54). 
LEMMA 2. I,et ‘4 be a finitely generated, commutative R-algebra and 1 an 
ideal contained in the radical of ,-1 such that A/I is R-separable. Any inertial 
idempotent~for -3 relative to I is unique. 
Proof. One can show exactly as in the proof of Theorem 10 of [2] that 
both i(l @<I -4) and i(A (<) I) are in the radical of *d f$ il. Therefore, i(I %, /I) 
+ i(=3 :j$ I) is in the radical of ,-I :\, =1 so the uniqueness of any- inertial 
idempotent follows by Lemma 1.2 of [6]. 
\I’e now state the main result of this section: 
‘I’IIEORERI A. Let A be a $nitely generated, commutative R-algebra and 
let I be un ideal in the radical of .4 such that A;‘1 is R-separable, Suppose any 
one qf the.foNow’ng conditions holds: 
I. R is noetheviun, ;I is projective as an R-module and A possesses an 
itzertial idempotent velatize to I; 
2. J is mYpotent; 
3. R is noetherian and I-1 is complete in its I-adic topology. 
Then A contains an R-separable suba[yebm S such that S -- I =:- A. 
Idea ofProof. Since i(A g, I) + i(I I:<) =1) is nilpotent if I is, we see that A 
possesses an inertial idempotent e under Hy-potheses I or 2. A natural 
candidate for the inertial subalgebra is the set B == {a E A (a 0 1 --. I 0 a)e 
0 in .q (31 PI;, which can he seen to be a subalgebra of dd. Indeed, under 
Hypotheses I, we prove that B is an inertial subalgebra. Unfortunately the 
vagaries of the tensor product are such that B may not be separable when I 
is nilpotent. However, an iteration of the process by which we obtain 13 
from Ag defines a chain B H, 1; B, -’ B:, 2 ... of subalgebras of .3 such 
that B,, is an inertial subalgebra if I?“ (0). The case when A is I-complete 
follows by a repeated application of the nilpotent case. 
\Ve precede the proof of Theorem A with a number of lemmas. 
For any commutative R-algebra 7’ and any element c in 1’ (3 T, we set 
B(T, c) {t c T 1 (t @ I - 1 1i7; t)c 0 in T $jj 7’). Koting that tu @I 1 ~ 1 @) tu 
~~~ (t $’ l)(u (y?l I ~ I (,y) U) -: (I <;;‘I tr)(t /\:, I ~~ I 0 t), one checks that 
B( T, c) is a subalgebra of 2’. 
\I:e begin with some facts under the assumption that =3 contains a separable 
subalgebra S w-ith S -1~ I d. Let e be the image in =1 0 A of the separa- 
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bility idempotent in S @ S (under the natural map of S @ 5’ into A @ A). 
Set 6, =I B(A, e). Since (s @ I - 1 @ s) is annihilated by the separability 
idempotent in S @ S for every s in S, it follows that S C B, . Letting e, 
denote the image in B, 0 B, of the separability idempotent in S @) S, 
we set B, = B(B, , e,). Again, S C B, . Proceeding in this fashion, we obtain 
a descending chain of subalgebras B, 1 B, 3 B, 2 ... of i4 such that BI -= 
B(Bi-1 , 1-t e. ) where e,-t is the idempotcnt in B,-, @ Bip, induced from the 
separability idempotent in S & S and such that S Cr Bj . The next two 
lemmas gik the crucial properties of the {Bi). 
LEnrhr.4 3. Let A be a commutative R-algebra and S a separable subalgebra. 
Suppose that A contains an S-submodule A such that .4 : S fl U. Then 
B, = S. 
Proof. See the proof of 5, page 729 of [ 121. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be a commutative R-algebra and S a separable subalgebra 
of -4 such that S + I = a4 for some ideal I of A. Then 
1. Bi -- S -/- (Bi n F’),.for ezery i; 
2. If A4 isjnitely generated and project&e, S m: B, . 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3 to the R-algebra 
s + (S f-7 I).4 
(S n I)4 @ (S $4 ’ 
wc obtain 
where 2 is the idempotent derived from the separability idempotent of 
S + (S n I)A/(S n I)A. Since B, = B(A, e) is naturally mapped into 
B([A/(Sn I)A], ej, B, C S + (S n I)A. However, S $- I = r3, so B, C S + I2 
or B, : S + (B, n 1%). Arguing the same way for B, instead of A gives 
B, = S + (B, n Iz2). Clearly, we can proceed by induction to prove 1. 
Finally, if 4 is finitely generated and projective, S is an S-direct summand 
of A ([g], Proposition 2.8) and so equals B, by Lemma 3. This concludes 
the proof of Lemma 4. 
We next prove the crucial fact for the localization and henselization steps 
to follow. 
LEMRIA 5. Let 1’ be any commutative R-algebra and c any element of 
T @ T. Let R’ be any commutative, flat R-algebra. Then B(T, c) @ R’ : 
B(T!@R’,c~l),wherec@l~(T~@T)@R’cu(T@R’)@,~(T@R’). 
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Proof. Let 
c --~~ {(t $1 I -. I @ t)c 2 E 7’1 L 1’ Q 7 
and 
C’ {(t’ 8 I - 1 (2 t’)(c c<y I) , t' E 7’ ‘8 R’j C (7’ $1 T) ,j$ R’ 
!Y (II’ (3 R’) OR, (T Q R’). 
We have an exact sequence of R-modules, 
o--~B(7’,c)i”C+ T-SC-O, 
where p)(t) z- (t @ 1 -- I @ t)c. Bv the flatness of R’, we obtain 
exact as a sequence of R’-modules. 
Also we have 
0 -+ B( y’ @ R’, c p<, 1) -‘“c, 7’ (3 R’ --“+ C’ ..+ 0 
exact as R’-modules. But the isomorphism of (7’ ~3 T) 3 R' with 
(w) 
(T &g R') iyJR. (T & R') 
gives C gs R’ : C’ and p 3 1 =- F’, so the middle and right terms of (k) and 
(+*) are equal, from which it follows that B(7’, c) @J R' = B(T <$ R', c <$$ 1). 
Now, assume A and I satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem J. For any 
maxima1 ideal m of R, we let R,,, denote the localization of R at tn and R,,," 
denote the henselization of R,,, ([I I], p. 180). Then m* ~7~ MzR,,,~ is the unique 
maxima1 ideal of R,,,* ([ll], 43.3) and R,,," is a faithfully flat R,,,-algebra, 
that is, R,,, * is R,,-flat ([II], 43.8) and L @R,,i R,,,* L 0 implies L - 0 for 
any R,,-module L ([3], Proposition 1, p. 44). I @ R,, is an ideal of -1 @ R,,, , 
which is contained in the radical of A 8 R, since the maximal ideals of 
i2 @ R,,, are of the form M 6~ R,,, for certain of the maxima1 ideals of .-f 
([3], Proposition I 1, p. 90). Therefore, some power of I :$ R,,, lies in 
m(A @ R,,) because A @ R,/m(A (2) R,) is a finite-dimensional algebra over 
the field R/m. It follows that some power of (I @ R,,) OR,,, R,,," Y I @j I~,,," 
lies in m*(A @J R,,,*), so I 0 R,,,* is an idea1 of .d @ R,,* contained in the 
radical of A @ R,,*. Furthermore, ,J ,$$ R,*/I @ Rlr,* 2 (=1/I) @I R,,,* is 
R,,,*-separable ([I], Corollary 1.6), so applying Azumaya’s theorem ([2], 
p. 145) and the corollary to Proposition 1 to the R,,*-algebra =1 ,“: R,,,*, we 
conclude that A 0 R,,,* contains a separable subalgebra, call it S,,,*, with 
&c* + (I 0 Rx*) = A 0 %*. 
Notice that if C is any subalgebra of A such that C Sj, R,,," contains S,,,T 
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for every maximal ideal m, then C @ R,* + Z @ R,* = A @ R,*. It 
follows by the faithful flatness of R,* over R, that C + Z = A, so C/(C 0 I) 
is separable, and it makes sense to speak of an inertial idempotent of C 
relative to C n I. 
LEMMA 6. Lef C be any subalgebra of A such that C @ R,” contains the 
inertial subalgebra of A @ R,* for every maximal ideal m of R. Suppose C 
possesses an inertial idempotent e relative to C n Z. Then B(C, e) @ R,,,” 
contains the inertial subalgebra of A @ R,,,” and B(C, e) - Z = A. 
Proof. Identifying (C @ Ii,*) @R,,* (C (2~ R,,,“) with (C @ C) (3 RI,,*, 
we set that e ‘3 1 is an inertial idempotent for C @ R,,,* relative to 
(C n I) 5~ R,,,*. But since C @ R,,* contains the inertial subalgebra ST,,,* of 
A (4 R,,,*, the separability idempotent for S,,* gives rise via the natural map 
sm* GIZ * SW, x 
for C $Tl”R 
into (C @ R,*) OR 711 * (C @ R,,,*) to an inertial idempotent 
),(* that, therefore, equals e @ 1 by the uniqueness of inertial 
idempotcnts (Lemma 2). Hence S,n* C: B(C @ Rm*, e 3 I), so 
B(C %I R,,*, e @ 1) + Z (8 R,,,* ~2 A @ R,“!*. 
However, by Lemma 5, B(C @ R,,*, e ‘3 I) :- B(C, e) Q R,,,*, so we have 
that for every maximal ideal m of R, S,,c* C B(C, e) 0 R,,,* and 
It follows that B(C, e) + Z == A. 
1r’e are at last in a position to prove Theorem A. 
Proof under Hypothesis I. Set B, = B(A, e). For any maximal ideal m 
of R, we have by Lemma 5 that B, @ Rlrl* = B(A @ R,,,*, e @ 1). But 
e (21 I is the unique inertial idempotent for ;Z @) R,,,* and A 0 R,* is 
R,,, “-projective, so by statement 2 of Lemma 4, S,,” = B(A @ R,, VI e @ 1) = 
B, @ R,,,*. Hence, B, @ R,,& * is R,*-separable, for every maximal ideal m 
of R. From this we deduce that B,/mB, is separable for every maximal ideal m 
of R, so it follows from Theorem 4.7 of [I] that B, is separable. Since we 
know by Lemma 6 that B, + I -= A, this proves that B, is an inertial 
subalgebra of iI. 
Proof under Hypothesis 2. Assuming I is nilpotent, we see that for any 
subalgebra C of A with C -f- 1 = A, C/C n Z ‘v A/I is R-separable and 
C n Z is a nilpotent ideal of C, so C possesses an inertial idempotent relative 
to C n 1. csing this we define a descending chain B, 2 B, 2 B, 2 *+. of 
subalgebras of *4 as follows: Set B, = B(A, e). By Lemma 6, B, + Z = A, 
so B, possesses an inertial idempotent e, relative to B, n I. Set B, = B(B, , eJ. 
Again by Lemma 6, B, + Z :: iz, so we may proceed as before, setting 
Lz, = B(B, , e,) where e2 is the inertial idempotent for B, relative to B, n I. 
Thus we obtain the chain B, 2 B, 2 B, 1 ... with Bi + I =-: A and B,-l = 
B(B, , e,). Let B,(A @ R,*) denote the i-th term of the sequence defined 
in the above way for the R,,,*-algebra A 0 Hnli. A repeated application of 
Lemma 5 shows that for every maximal ideal m of R, B, ~3 R,,,* 
B,(A @,I R,, *). Now if P’ mP (0), we have (I ~3 R,,,*)2h ~~~ (0) so by statement 
I of Lemma 4 applied to z4 (3 R,,,*, we obtain 
B,,.(A 0 R,,,*) I?,, : L(~4 J R,,,“) : S,,,” 
01 
B, (21 R,,,* --- R ,,., , c>:) R * S,,i* it, 
for every maximal ideal m of H. It follows that R,; =m B,(+ 1 . But then the 
inertial idempotent e,; in B,; @ B,. has the property that (b (%> I - 1 5) h)e,-. = 
0 in B,( @ B,. for every h in B, , =.- B,,. . Hence, e, is a separability idem- 
potent for B,a. and B,( is a separable subalgebra of il such that B,,. I .4. 
Proof under Hypothesis 3. For any integer k Y-. I, we can apply Theorem A 
to A/P in the nilpotent case to obtain a subalgebra S,,, of aq such that S,~ I 
-1 and S,,/Ii is separable. Set S n,I_ i S,. . We prove that S is an inertial 
subalgebra. 
First we see that for any i c k, (S,. •t P)j1l and Si/ll are both inertial 
subalgebras of d/Ii and so are equal ([g], Proposition 2.6). It follows that 
I ,, -‘- I’ s S, for all i < k and a straightforward completeness argument 
show-s S mim I A-1. 
It remains to show that S is separable. Letting S,,,” denote the inertial 
subalgebra of d $j R,,,*, we see that for cvcry maximal ideal m and every k, 
S,, fx? R,,,*/I” @ R,,” and S,,, * I (Ii g, R,,,“)/I” 6; R,,* are both inertial .., 
subalgchras of 13 @ R,,,*/16 0 R,,,” and so are equal. Thus, S,L ‘$;, I?,/ -=m 
&y i ~~, ,I, (IL @ R,,,*) for every k. But d f& R,,,” is a Zariski ring relative to 
m*(A <X; R,,,*) and so S’T,L* fl,: [Sn,* + (m*A @I R,,,*)k] ([13], Theorem 91. 
How-ever, I Q R,,, * being in the radical of A (3 R,,* implies a power of 
I 0 R,,,’ lies in vn”*4 ($1 R,,,*, so Sr,,* file [S,,,* 1 (I”’ c; R,,,*)] 
nA (S,, 3 R,,,*) 2 S (3 R,,,*. Kow S I~J R,,,* + Z rj Ii,,* :2 :;(! A,,, I and 
5’ $? R,,, * r S,,, *, so by the proof of Lemma 2.5 of [8], S (2 R,,” -- S,,,“. 
It now follows as in the proof of Case 1 that S is separable. This concludes 
the proof of Theorem A. 
A Hilbert (or Jacobson) ring is a commutative ring in which every prime 
ideal is the intersection of the maximal ideals containing it. In such rings the 
Jacobson radical equals the prime radical and so is nilpotent if the ring is 
noethcrian. Moreover any finitelv generated commutative algebra o\‘er a 
Hilbert ring is a Hilbert ring ([7], Th eorems 2 and 3) and so has nilpotent 
radical if noetherian. Consequently 
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COROLLARY. Let R be a noetherian Hilbert ring. (For example, R can be 
any homomorphic image of K[x, ,..., x,,], where K is a field or a Dedekind 
domain containing infinitely many primes.) Then any jinitely generated 
commutative R-algebra A such that ‘4/N is separable contains an inertial 
suba&ebra. 
The author knows of no example where an inertial idempotent exists but 
an inertial subalgebra does not. It therefore remains an open question whether 
the mere existence of an inertial idcmpotcnt is necessary and sufficient for 
the existence of an inertial subalgebra. 
2. COiUPLETE INERTIAL COEFFICIENT kl\-GS 
An inertial coefficient ring (IC-ring) is a commutative ring R such that 
every finitely generated (not necessarily commutative) R-algebra iz with A,I;V 
R-separable contains an inertial subalgebra. The uniqueness statement is said 
to hold for R if, for any two inertial subalgebras S and S’ of a finitely gencr- 
ated R-algebra A, there exists an element n in I\: such that (1 - n) S( 1 - n)m 1 -== 
S’. ([S], p. 85). 
THEORERI R. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and (I an Ideal 
contained in the radical of R such that R is complete in its a-adic topology. 
Then R is an inertial coefJicient ring if, and only if, R/a is an inertial coeflcient 
ring. The uniqueness statement holds for R ;f, and only if, it holds for R/a. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 of [g], R/n is an IC-ring for which the uniqueness 
statement holds if R is. 
Suppose R/n is an inertial coefficient ring and let A be any finitely generated 
R-algebra such that &44/N is R-separable. Our proof of the existence of an 
inertial subalgebra is by the construction of a descending chain of subalgebras 
z3 = s,, 1 s, 3 s, 2 ... whose intersection will be an inertial subalgebra. 
15-e begin by setting A -m= S, . Then S,,/aS,, A/a14 is a finitely generated 
R/a-algebra and US,, C rad(A) - N ([8], Lemma I .la), so rad(A/aA) = 
1V,‘a~4. Therefore, (B/aA)/rad(A/aA) z A/N is separable. Since R/a is an 
ICY-ring, A/a4 contains an inertial subalgebra S,/aA. Thus S, is a subalgebra 
of ,4 with S, + N = A, aA C S, and S,/aA separable over R/n. Now 
suppose we have defined the chain A = S, 2 S, I S, > ... J S,, such that 
1. s,. + rad(S,>-,) -~= ‘5’,_ I k r , and 2. GS’,~-, C S,; with S,/tnSP, separable over 
R/a, for all k with 1 < k < n. By the corollary on p. 126 of [2], 
rad(S,) > S,, n rad(S,.-,) T, as,.-, , 
so rad(S,/nS,J) = rad(S,)/aS,, and (S,,/as,)jrad(S,iaS,) ‘v S,/rad(S,,) is a 
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homomorphic image of S,,/aS,+, and so is separable by 2. Therefore, since 
R/a is an IC-ring, A contains a subalgebra, which we call &+, , such that 
S,,+r/aS, is an inertial subalgebra of S,jaS,, It follows that 1 and 2 hold for 
R == ?z + 1 and the induction step is complete. Consequently, we have a 
chain of subaigebras S, ,4 7 S, 3 S, ? ... such that 1 and 2 are satisfied 
for every- k : 1. 
We prove some relationships among the S,b . First (S,,. , r ,- aA’-,)/aS,,.+, ‘v 
&+ll(&il n a Sk-,) is a homomorphic image of the R/a-separable algebra 
S,s i/aS’,* and so is separable. But by 1 and 2, (S,,.,, $- as,-,)/aS,-, C S,/aS,_, 
and both are inertial subalgebras of S,,._,jaS,.-, , It follows from ([g], Lemma 
2.5) that S,,, ~{ aS,,.-, -: A’,. . For ii 1 this gives S, arl ~~~ S, . 
Suppose we have shown that S,. -1. &i--l ,Y,:-,. Then S,. S,,.~ , -~ us,, -, 
s,. , / as,,. 1I”d = S,&, 1 +- d.3, so 
5’ k ,, S,.,, -I- ah=l, for every k ’ 1 . (1) 
Next we observe that because S,/aS,._, is separable, rad(S,inS,-,) ~- 
CL7 [(mSh. +- aALh'a~~~+,l (PI, L emma 1. Id), so rad(S,) n,,(mS,,. j- uSI,-r) 
This leads by virtue of (1) and remark 2.2 of [8] to 
S,. n AT ~- rad(S,,) :.= n (mS,, ah.4), for every h ,: 1. (11) 
,,i 
Set S == fi,“_, S,, . Since every open submodule of =I is closed (in the 
ad-adic topology) and a”4 C S,c , we see that each S,,. and therefore S is 
closed. Therefore, taking (I) into account, we can use a standard completeness 
proof to shov\ 
s,,. s -1 lI”A, for every ii ; 1. (III) 
In particular, A m:: S, f X S i (IA-1 !‘L; s -:- A:, 
It only remains to show S is separable. Now rad(S) := S n N 
ok (S, n N) ; nk n,,! (d?, -‘- aL’d) nnL [nTi (~2s -j- majL;il -t a”A)] 
nn, [nlc (ms t a”‘41 ~~ nlrl (ms), w h ere the third equality results from (II), 
the fourth from (III), and the last from Theorem 9, p. 262 of [13]. But then 
S/nl,, (mS) = S/S n N Y (S + N)/N A/N is separable, whence S/mS 
is separable for every maximal ideal m of R. Thus by Theorem 4.7 of [I], 
we conclude that S is separable and consequently an inertial subalgebra of ,4. 
To prove the uniqueness statement, we assume S and S’ are inertial 
subalgebras and set S,. = = S -+ akA and S,,.’ -=-- S’ + aba4. One checks that 
S,/a,SP, (resp. S,‘/aS~._,) is an inertial subalgebra of the R/a-algebra 
SkPr/~Sk-r (resp. Sj ..r/aSl.-,). Moreover, S q = nn: S,< and S’ : nk S,;‘. 
We proceed by induction. Suppose we have shown that for every k s: Y 
there exists t, in A’ with f,. -- t,._, in aL’=l and 
(1 - t,J S,( 1 -~~ f,-,)-I := S,.‘. 
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Applying the uniqueness statement for R/a to the inertial subalgebras 
s;,I (I -- &-I) S,+,(l .- Ll)Y and -- --____ 
aSr’ d?,’ 
of S,.‘/aS,.‘, we see there exists n’ in S,.’ with 
(I - n’)(l - f,--r) S,.+,( 1 - r,.&‘(l - n’)-r ~~ s; , r . 
But (I -~ f,.J S,.. 1(1 - t,-r)-r -t a’r3 m- S,’ by (I), so following an argu- 
ment of Azumaya ([2], p. 145), there exists 72,. in a”/l with 
(1 - n,)( I - f,.-,) S,.~,,( I - r,.&l( I -- NJ-’ ye1 . 
Defining t,. by I - t, =- (I - n,,)(l - fr-r), we have f, in Nand f,, - t,._, in 
ar=3. Thus, we have a Cauchy sequence (tk] with (1 - f,) S,,,(l - t,)-’ = 
S; r for all k. Let n be the limit of this sequence in >;1. Since 11’ is closed 
and t,. E N, we have II E ;I?. Moreover, one can easily see that for every 
k, S,%’ : (1 -n) S,( I - 72-1, so 
7’ -- n s,.’ = n (I --. 77) s,.(I - +r 
,. i: 
r-Z (1 - n) n S,(I - +I -= (1 --- l2) S(I - +l, 
which concludes the proof of the uniqueness statement. 
COROLLARY. The power series ring K[[x, ,..., x,]] is an IC-ring .for which 
the uniqueness statement holis, whenever K is a noetherian IC-nkg for which 
the uniqueness statement holds. 
I!:e also note that Theorem B yields a different proof of Azumaya’s theorem 
([2], p. 145) in case R is a complete local noetherian ring. 
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